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For the record - I am Delegate Dana Jones.

Chair Atterbeary, Vice Chair Wilkins, and members of the Ways and Means Committee, I come
before you today to re-introduce HB 792, Election Law - Campaign Finance - Draft Committees
and Exploratory Committees, which was heard in this Committee last year. The cross-file of this
year’s bill has passed the Senate unanimously.

For too long, Exploratory and Draft campaign committees have been exempt from our
accountability and disclosure laws. HB 792 would close this loophole. Marylanders deserve to
know who is financing prospective candidates for elected office.

An Exploratory Committee is “an entity established by a prospective candidate for a public
office to determine the potential candidate’s viability.” A Draft Committee is organized to
encourage a potential candidate to run for office without approval by, or coordination with, that
individual.

Current law fails to provide oversight for these entities. In 2022, the State Board of Elections
(SBE) crafted regulations based on the Attorney General’s opinion regarding the formation of
Exploratory Committees. These didn’t require compliance with basic campaign finance
transparency laws. HB 792 requires that both types of committees report contributions to the
SBE, bringing them into line with the rules others must already follow.

This bill does not eliminate these committees nor impose limits on donations. The bill would



ensure that they would follow disclosure laws; limit the purpose for which funds can be
expended; and establish processes for dissolving them. These guardrails do not currently exist.

Exploratory and Draft Committees would be allowed to engage in the following types of
expenditures:
● Public opinion polls;
● Direct mail;
● Hiring staff;
● Website hosting;
● Digital communications;
● Leasing (but not purchasing) office space; and
● Purchasing electronic equipment.

As outlined by the Attorney General in his favorable testimony, there is a distinct lack of explicit
rules that Exploratory and Draft Committees may operate under. HB 792 will remedy this issue.

I respectfully urge a favorable report on HB 792.

Delegate Dana Jones


